4130 PRODUCT DRIVE, CAMERON PARK, CA 95682
VIEW INSTALLATION VIDEO AT

https://worksconnection.com/videoPlayer.php?product=1136&video=1

26-370 AIR FORK EZ FILL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
We at Works Connection Inc. appreciate your purchase of our Fork EZ Fill for your motorcycle.
If you have any problems or questions regarding this item, please contact us at 1.530.642.9488
Whenever you see symbols, heed their instructions! Always follow safe operating and maintenance practices.

WARNING
WARNING indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in death or
serious injury.
CAUTIONICE
CAUTION indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in minor or
moderate injury.
WARNING
Installing these parts improperly can cause a crash, serious injury or death.
Before you start:

Read these instructions and if you are not sure that you can follow the instructions, have this
product installed by a professional mechanic.
TOOLS & SUPPLIES REQUIRED: (not supplied)
• Torque wrench
• 5mm Allen T-Handle
• Large flat blade screwdriver
CAUTION

Before you begin working, be sure you are wearing eye protection and gloves.
The internal O-rings in the Air Fork EZ Fill are assembled with a PTFE based lubricant. Avoid contact of
the lubricant with your skin, eyes or clothing. First Aid-Wash affected area with soap and water. For
eyes rinse with water.

INSTALLATION of AIR FORK EZ FILL
1. Place motorcycle on a suitable stand with front wheel off the ground.
2. Remove the front number plate.
Steps 3 thru 7-Perform the following instructions for each fork
3. Remove OE brass plug on fork cap. DO NOT remove OE brass Schrader assembly.
4. Place nylon washer over recess in fork cap.
5. Insert the Air Fork EZ Fill though the nylon washer and carefully thread the unit in until you feel it
seat in the fork cap. AVOID CROSS-THREADING and DO NOT FORCE.
6. Tighten until SNUG. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN! Maximum-50 inch/pounds (4 foot/pounds).
7. Reinstall the number plate and check for cable interference to Air Fork EZ Fill.

BAR MOUNT-STANDARD LOCATION
BAR MOUNT-FORWARD LOCATION
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